In this paper, we examine how Teach for Bangladesh (TfB) has utilised Facebook since 2012 in its effort to extend its policy influence and message to young Bangladeshi graduates and local population. We reveal this as an example of how Facebook has become a powerful new platform for policy mediatisation. This is also a developing worldexample of a [global] policy rewritten [locally] as audio-video bytes. Our analyses reveal three ways in which TfB sought to influence these graduates, but also the local government and public, via Facebook. First, it created opportunities for recurrent reading, hearing and seeing the policy in practice as animated by 'stars' , 'spectacles' , 'glamour' and 'statistics' , all of which regularise a sense of heroic bodily feeling-asvernacularisation. Secondly, it sought to inform and reshape the social imaginary and associated problem imagination of the graduates and locals to whom this message was directed. And thirdly, it involved what might be described as a 'post-truth' way of engagement via the excessive use of emotional stimulus, manifesting an understanding of the affective aspect of policy. We have used a combination of social network analysis, content analysis and videological analysis in establishing our argument.
Introduction
Policy-making and enactment, particularly in education, have now become a global field of contestation. Here actors and interests rooted in multiple scales and spaces and a variety of institutions make use of innovative governance structures and high-tech informational infrastructures to be competitive, effective and successful. Even as nation-states and their policy gatekeepers continue to hold considerable power and authority over local systemic and dissemination structures, global (education) policies and their equally global policy networks manifest significant popular influence at the local level through open-ended media platforms such as Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, YouTube, organisational blogs and official websites. In general, but more acutely in relation to electoral politics and public policy, this algorithmic web-based media environment and its altering psychic influence upon human comprehension and political decision-making have been critiqued in recent years. This critique was mounted particularly in light of such 'disruptive' political events as 'Brexit' and the ascendency of the Trump Presidency. It is now increasingly observed and acknowledged that public politics and policy can be influenced and polarised to a considerable degree by the impact of globally disseminated information. Some have argued we are now in the age of 'post-truth' mentality, where, to a large degree, emotions have become the defining features of collective political decisions (see for example ; Fukuyama 2016; Goff 2016; Grayling 2016; Keyes 2004; Sismondo 2017; Suiter 2016) . Related, Berlant (2011, 226) and Massumi (2002, 1-45) have argued, for example, that public spheres (including policies) are always 'affect worlds' .
In the context of 'post-truth politics' , this article seeks to examine one case of mediatisation of a global/ised teacher education policy called Teach for All/America (TfAll/A) in a developing country -Bangladesh. The Bangladesh version of TfAll/A is Teach for Bangladesh (TfB) . TfB is currently registered as an NGO that aims to change the primary education system of the country by locally implementing TfAll/A's policy idea (see Adhikary and Lingard 2017) . The last few years have produced a sizable number of peer reviewed research works that have studied these Teach for… organisations, their manifestations, their functions and often evaluation of outcomes; yet no studies can be found examining the way they reach local publics' comprehension in developing country contexts, and particularly through the usage of modern media infrastructures. Little attention has been devoted to the semantic and discursive construction of the contents that flow through the mediascapes that characterise such local mediatisation of global policies in these contexts. Furthermore, to date, studies of the mediatisation of education policy have tended to focus on print rather than new social media (Lingard and Rawolle 2004) . In this paper, we problematise the processes and content of 'social mediatisation' through which TfB seeks to influence national teacher education policy, and cultivate public acceptance of such influence. Our analysis draws upon a tool-box (Ball 2009 ) of relevant conceptual resources that include 'mediatisation of policy' (Fairclough 2000) , policy 'vernacularisation' (Appadurai 1996) , 'social imaginary' (Taylor 2004 ) and notions of a 'post-truth' politics (Keyes 2004) .
In this paper we have accepted that the work of TfB is policy work. Policy in education has commonly been defined as referring to more than policy texts to include policy processes from agenda setting through text production to policy practices and sometimes evaluation (Ball 1994; Taylor et al. 1997) . Today, of course, policy and policy processes are no longer constituted simply within nations. Rather, there are also global processes and private and international actors involved (Ball 2012) , as a global form of network governance has emerged (Ball and Junemann 2012) . We see the work of TfB as a policy intervention in the governance of primary education in Bangladesh with a goal of affecting the provision of teacher education. Additionally, TfB seeks to train and provide future leaders who will lead the change in primary education through policy innovations. Our focus in the paper is on how TfB has made specific use of digital and web media to make their programmatic practices attractive and meaningful to local audiences, particularly young graduates and their parents, the education Ministry and also a broader public. We see this as policy work.
Here we are drawing on Ozga's (2000, 33) broad and ecumenical definition of policy as any 'vehicle or medium for carrying and transmitting a policy message' . We note here TfB's media work complements and vernacularises specific policy proposals that have been borrowed from TfA and which have been accepted by the associated Ministry to be institutionalised (Adhikary and Lingard 2017) . These policy proposals now have been enacted in some Bangladeshi schools. Our focus in this paper is on the mediatisation of these proposals.
In what follows, we first describe Teach for All, Teach for Bangladesh and their relationships. Next, we unpack the conceptual resources that will guide our analysis. We then undertake a 'social network analysis' of the digital footprint of TfB's Facebook page as an example of the (social) mediatisation of policy. This is to map the sources of TfB posts, and their global spread and nature. We then perform a content analysis of those posts in light of the vernacular ways in which this initiative is broached, the nature of the imaginary it seeks to bring into being, and the nature of the politics informing such an approach. Similarly, we then carry out a 'videological analysis' (Koh 2009 ) of one recruitment video of TfB -called 'Change our nation' . Again, the goal here is to understand how a process of policy vernacularisation is at work, how emotions are cultivated, and also how a very particular social imaginary has been evoked in the video. These three elements are grounded in a political project that constitutes external 'globalized' policy discourses as necessary vehicles for localized reform -in this case in relation to primary education in Bangladesh.
Teach for All and Teach for Bangladesh
Currently having offices in New York, Washington DC, London and Hong Kong (TfAll, Join Our Staff 2017), Teach for All is a global organisation pivotal to a network of 'Teach for…' and 'Teach First …' organisations run nationally in 40 countries (TfAll, Our network and impact 2017) . This networked organisation is governed by a board of members consisting of leading personnel from global corporations and organizations such as DHL, Business in the Community, Rolls-Royce plc, Boston Consulting Group, UNESCO, OECD, Emerging Markets Private Equity Association, VISA inc, and ROSC global (TfAll, Board 2017) . TfAll is funded by 59 giant global corporations, family foundations and corporate philanthropists of which some prominent names are Carnegie Corporation of New York, Deutsche Post DHL Group, Walton Family Foundation, Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, ExxonMobil, The George Lucas Family Foundation, IKEA foundation, and Western Union (TfAll, Supporters 2017). Led and funded by global market actors and interests, TfAll is considered a neoliberal initiative (Au and Ferrare 2015; Friedrich 2014; Friedrich, Walter, and Colmenares 2015; Labaree 2010; Smart et al. 2009; Straubhaar and Friedrich 2015) .
Teach for All seeks to foster growth by ensuring the impact of its approach implemented in partnering national sites. Teach for Bangladesh is one such national site. TfB was formed in the USA as a Limited Liabilities Company in the state of Virginia in 2012 and subsequently afforded non-profit status. The first phase of funding for TfB operations in Bangladesh came from a local NGO cum Business Conglomerate, namely BRAC (Building Resources Across Communities). Currently in its second phase, TfB is funded by Porticus Global, which is a corporate family foundation that seeks to promote social entrepreneurial values and agendas at local country sites (Porticus Global 2017) . Like all other Teach for All network partners and following Teach for America's teacher education reform model, TfB recruits fresh 'meritorious' graduates and in the Bangladeshi context only places them into government primary schools 1 as paid teachers for two years in low income catchments. These teachers are also projected as the future leaders of the nation considering their academic merits and other criteria set by the TfB recruitment team. Described as fellows, these teachers are simultaneously given corporate-based leadership training conducted by globally mobile TfA/All alumni or local multinational corporation leaders. Unlike government teachers, TfB fellows are not required to undergo any teacher certification assessment. The organisation believes that the Bangladesh government needs to prioritise teacher education and teacher salaries in the latter's commitment to meet international goals like quality education for all. It works to set itself as an example that should be followed by the government and NGOs alike and thus 'scaled up' to the national level.
A recent study (Adhikary and Lingard 2017) has provided an (network) ethnographic account of TfB, its origins, objectives, works and some critical reflections on future courses and implications. As an extension of that recent work, but also to avoid redundancy, in this section we have focused more on the TfB-TfAll/A relationship. This recent study of TfB has reported how the organisation is more than a local NGO, and is a part of a global teacher education reform policy network (Teach for All/America); in this sense, it represents an embryonic phase of global philanthropic and network governance (Ball and Junemann 2012) , particularly within the teacher education policy landscape of Bangladesh. TfB itself is a working policy in the sense that it currently works as a micro-policy unit seeded within government structures, but is strongly intended to reform the government practices and perceptions associated with primary teacher education in Bangladesh. According to its founder, TfB works hard as a 'pressure point' to make government and others follow its footprints through future reform policies and associated innovations in educational service provision.
Mediatisation of global policies: social imaginary, vernacularisation and post-truth
This section develops the conceptual framing of the paper to understand the circulatory processes and affective technologies through which a global policy (e.g. in education, here TfAll/A) semantically reaches its target audience -particularly in the rising context of 'posttruth politics' . We now will illustrate some key conceptual themes relevant to our analysis. These are 'mediatisation of policies' (Fairclough 2000) , 'globalisation and modernity as social imaginary' (Taylor 2004) , 'global policies as vernacular mediatisation' (Appadurai 1996) and 'post-truth politics' (Keyes 2004) . We explore these conceptual themes in relation to three questions: In this age of globalisation, how do people imagine society and position their individual selves when it comes to collective decision and action? What role can media play in the determination of collective action? And, how does the emerging 'post-truth reality' implicate the mediatisation of global education policy in light of the first two questions? The answers to these questions constitute the analytical framework of this paper.
Mediatisation of policy and politics
The earliest literature on mediatisation of large scale policies appeared in the contemporary UK policy context at the turn of the millennium. Critically describing the dismantling of the Keynesian welfare system through managed uses of media, Fairclough (2000) analytically presented a phenomenon called 'media spin' , where 'presentation became more important than policy' and 'rhetoric more important than substance' (Fairclough 2000, vii) . Governing policy through 'media spin' appeared as the persistent 'monitoring and manipulating' of the way policy issues were presented in the media making sure that the right and favourable language was used. This essentially meant the recurrent use of a selective set of words, terms and ideas, what Fairclough calls 'overwording' . Fairclough (2000) argues that political analysis should place substantial emphasis on the mediatisation of policy with a focus on the use of language, particularly the rhetorical formulation of the issue in question. This is mainly because political differences have always been constituted primarily as differences in language (Fairclough 2000, 3) . The use of language has become even more central to the persuasion of specific policies as globalisation and the associated socio-political changes have altered the relationship between politics, governance and mass-media. In fact, political events, argues Fairclough (2000, 3) , have assumed the face of media events. Related, Lingard and Rawolle (2004) argued that policy release actually became synonymous with media release. Thus, mediatisation of politics and policy transforms political figures as media personalities. The language of the presentation, continues Fairclough (2000) , becomes promotional rather than dialogical and discourages debate. However, there are clearly discernible stages through which a policy is mediatised.
For example, first, the policy is carefully 'stage managed' , where the policy advocate appears in a series of media events (talk shows, interviews, etc.) (Fairclough 2000, 12) . This ground preparing phase is accompanied by various forms of press releases. The management of this process is basically the management of language, whereby a summative account of the reform is circulated, accompanied by extremely selective articulation of the issue and solutions with chosen wording, rhetoric, oratory style and gestures capable of attracting consensus (Fairclough 2000, 12) . These publications and media content are 'monological and univocal' . Although the textual policy expressions have a confined circle of direct readers, the mediatisation is intended for the greater public, who tend not to read about politics and will more likely listen to audio and visually mediatised versions of policy content. These policies usually address the society in question in the first-person plural, for example: our nation, our system etc., which helps to create some unity between the writer and the reader of such mediatised texts. The proposed programmatic solutions are hailed positively, and the existing system is prefixed recurrently by various negative adjectives, thus demanding change. This is the discursive work of policy.
Mediatisation of global education policy: a conceptual rethinking
In the domain of education policy studies, use of media has been one focus. For example, researchers have analysed media as the emerging curriculum for resentment-based identity formation (McCarthy and Dimitriadis 2000) , mobilisation of policy agendas through media using specific texts and discourses (Blackmore and Thorpe 2003; Baroutsis and Lingard 2017) , or newspapers' use of statistics and the construction of pro-policy reality in support of neo-liberal test-centric education policies (Stack 2006) . Other researchers in this field analyse production of selective stories to pursue policy agendas (Blackmore and Thomson 2004) , and systematic media packaging of specific policy agendas through media management using an advertisement model (Franklin 2004 ). Research attention is sometimes upon strategic policy spin as a means of public impression management (Gewirtz, Dickson, and Power 2004) , or on public pedagogy work of hired autonomous policy commentators as a means of uncritical mediatisation of education policy (Hattam, Prosser, and Brady 2009) . While some researchers have often questioned the authorised voices, discursive construction, and articulation of vision in education policy mediation (Pina 2007) , others have analysed mediatisation practices within the education policy field and various cross-field effects (Lingard and Rawolle 2004; Rawolle 2005 Rawolle , 2010 .
This body of research emphasizes the communicational practices, discursive construction and field dynamics of policy mediatisation. The 'education policy-media' nexus is usually focused on specific national circumstances and related governments' mediatisation practices. However, a growing number of global educational policy reforms are now being implemented in different national contexts through NGO programmes and social entrepreneurial interventions. TfB, our case, is an example of such an approach. These exogenous policy networks are usually globally nested but locally active; and, inter alia, make use of equally global networks of media infrastructure (Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, blogs, websites etc.) to effectively relay their policy message to foster local public acceptance. Stories, news and media artefacts from varied and globally dispersed sources typically constitute the content of such media work.
Studying media-education policy relationships focusing on these global organisations requires conceptual tools that enable understandings of the construction of audience subjectivity within the scope of the policy problem as simultaneously global and local. These conceptual tools are also useful for understanding the ways alternative imaginations of modes and modalities of being -a particular kind of policy imagination -are utilised. However, and at the same time, it is also necessary to account for the seemingly increasing influence of what has been described as 'post-truth politics' , where emotions are recalibrated through a web-based algorithmic media environment oriented towards achieving a particular kind of populist public consensus (Rolfe 2016) . Post-truth politics accept the affective character of contemporary politics and policies (Berlant 2005; Massumi 2002 ).
In the context of globalisation, the education policy environment is increasingly becoming global (Rizvi and Lingard 2010) . This global policy environment is now driven by fast relational movements of new media, advanced technology, knowledge, ideas, entrepreneurial people, and finances (Appadurai 1996) . Some authors see this as an emerging 'topological environment' of policy (Amin 2002; Ball 2014; Massey 1994) . Related, Hepp and Hasebrink (2018, 16-19) coin the concept of 'deep mediatization' to denote a globalising situation of social life characterised by 'fast growing spread of technologically based [digital] media' and the 'shaping' impact of the same on 'different social domains' . Here they are referring to the digitalisation of contemporary media and the way such media collects data on users. These authors have demonstrated the pervasive strength of deep mediatisation, which involves 'mediatised worlds' and 'mediatised way of life' (Hepp and Hasebrink 2018, 19) . In this situation, and in relation to policy, the traditional journalistic field is being challenged by modern information structures (e.g. Facebook, YouTube, etc.), and the associated non-professional forms of journalism. Some prominent scholars in the field of media studies equate this context to 'a crisis in journalism' (Turner 2016, 2; also see, Curran 2010; McChesney 2007) . Considering these changes, the media-education policy link must be rethought in light of demands that globalisation puts on both education policy and media. Most of the relevant literature on mediatisation of policy mentioned at the outset of this section, has focused on the print mediatisation of education policy, whereas here we focus on the social mediatisation of policy.
Globalisation, social imaginary and media in the post-truth era
Charles Taylor in his 2004 book Modern Social Imaginaries has provided some theoretical insights into how we might understand the notion of multiple and competing modernities. He views modernity primarily as a 'social imaginary' , and argues that modern lives and collective socio-political action need to be understood in terms of 'divergent social imaginaries' (Taylor 2004, 2) . The social imaginary, contends this philosopher, is the result of imaginative sense-making that enables collective endorsement of practices of society based upon a constructed logic of social enclosure. A social imaginary, explains Taylor (2004) , refers to,
The ways people imagine their social existence, how they fit together with others, how things go on between them and their fellows, the expectations that are normally met, and the deeper normative notions and images that underlie these expectations. (Taylor 2004, 23) The essential point of a social imaginary is that people imagine their surroundings and express them through 'images, stories and legends' (Taylor 2004, 23 ). This imaginary is usually shared by a large group of people. It is this shared imaginary, which enables the 'common understandings' , which in turn shape 'common practices' generating a 'widely shared sense of legitimacy' (Taylor 2004, 23) . The social imaginary plays out in the determination of collective action depending on two simultaneous mental processes. There are both 'factual' and 'normative' threads of thinking here. That is, we construct a mental picture of 'how things usually go' , which is interwoven with an awareness of 'how they ought to go' (Taylor 2004, 24) . The second process gives us the judgmental sense over social action, providing us the awareness of 'what missteps would invalidate the social practice' (Taylor 2004, 24) . This implies an obvious and unavoidable link between a social imaginary and social policy.
Logically, the concept of 'social imaginary' offers insights into the possible reasons behind the ubiquity and importance of mediatised images, stories and legends in contemporary global media projections, inter alia, in relation to policy work. We will investigate these elements in TfB's media practices to chart the extent to which TfB media usage seeks to construct a particular social imaginary within the target audience. We seek understandings of probable impacts that these media usages can have in re-programming social life and social action by reshaping popular problem imagination. In the sense that policies are specific and planned social actions that 'fix social problems' , and also that they require collective imagination of possible 'alternative futures' in governing social problems (Bacchi 2009, 254) , the examination of (socially) mediatised alternatives is of critical importance.
Media, imagination and vernacularisation of global policies
Arjun Appadurai in his 1996 book Modernity at Large has written extensively about the role that global media play in the construction of our social imagination in the context of globalisation. His emphasis is on media and diaspora and their joint influence on the 'work of the imagination' (emphasis original) as central elements of modern (global) subjectivity (Appadurai 1996, 3) . He argues that the field of mass mediatisation has been profoundly transformed and visibly enlarged by new electronic technologies offering unforeseen 'resources and disciplines' that constitute 'imagined selves' and 'imagined worlds' (3). Oral, visual and auditory mediation have now heightened influence upon this socio-individual imagination more so than traditional print media did earlier. In the context of globalisation, writes Appadurai (1996) , electronic media now efficiently enable 'telescoping of news into audio-video bytes' (3). Traditional visual entertainment spaces (e.g. cinema) now have been superseded by more 'private' and globally nested audio-visual services (e.g. YouTube, Facebook, etc.). And most noticeably, this new mediational environment and content tend to be attuned with an open-ended affinity towards 'glamour, cosmopolitanism and the new' (Appadurai 1996, 3) . In fact, highlights Appadurai (1996) , this new media-imagination nexus now potentially interrogates, destabilizes and even alters our social contextual literacies -in Taylor's terms, our 'social imaginary' . This global media environment has become synesthetic and thus more forceful, as we now not only read but also hear and visualise content (Appadurai 1996, 104) .
Policy mediation in this context, which is simultaneously global/ising, imagination reliant, and often glamourising, has experienced consequential transformations. For example, almost every national leader now runs official Facebook or Twitter accounts, regularly posting everyday activities with instant links to Instagram photos and YouTube videos. We see heated public deliberations and debates on Twitter over both global and national issues with popular participation amongst myriad jurisdictions. We behold the mediated global call for a new era of technology driven governance of social problems from Silicon Valley billionaires. Therefore, social media need to be viewed as policy steering platforms capable of touching the popular social imaginary, subjectivity and problem thinking. Appadurai's concept of 'vernacular globalisation' is particularly relevant here to reach a deeper insight into mediatisation of global policy in the age of globalisation. The concept refers to the ways that globalised ideas flow and touch down in particular vernacularised ways in specific contexts.
Appadurai contends that in many countries the 'developmental mega-rhetoric' of global policies are:
… often punctuated, interrogated, and domesticated by the micronarratives of film, television, music, and other expressive forms [currently Facebook, Twitter, etc.] , which allow modernity to be rewritten [locally] more as vernacular globalisation and less as a concession to large-scale national and international policies. (Appadurai 1996, 10) . (Emphasis added) Vernacularisation, here, is the process through which certain practices (Appadurai's example was cricket in India) are rendered meaningful, attractive and even heroic to certain audiences through media by creating regular opportunities for reading, hearing and seeing the practices (Appadurai 1996, 104) . The practice then becomes 'larger than life' in the public imagination as it is internalised and fantasized. What makes it unavoidably attractive, explains Appadurai (1996, 104) , is the projection of the practice through or in association with 'stars' , 'spectacles' , and 'glamour of world tests and international intrigue' (104). The local cultural and vernacular (linguistic) rendering of these mediatised contents brings the practice close to everyday life. Eventually the mediatised stories of stars, large amounts of information, associated terminology and statistics generate a localised but original set of 'linguistic and pictorial competence' amongst a broader public (Appadurai1996, 103). Appadurai speaks of a constructed 'lore' , or mythology, that enables 'vernacular pragmatics and a sense of lived physical competence' (103). Below, we search for these elements in TfB media practices and examine them closely.
The post-truth turn, global media and policy
Perhaps, in recent time, mediatisation has taken on an affective aura particularly in the fields of policy and politics. The 2016 Oxford Dictionary word of the year, 'post-truth, ' explains a situation where emotion has become the most important factor in defining the link between public decisions on policy and politics and the activities of media, particularly social and news media. Suiter (2016, 25) describes this as a state of 'policy blunders on austerity, war and globalisation' augmented by 'hybrid media and a political system dominated by reality TV, social media and filter bubbles' . According to Suiter, within this post-truth environment, truth has simply become a matter of mere confident assertion. Edmans (2017) notes that the posting of provocative stories and their public endorsement without fact checking constitutes an environment of 'confirmation bias' . He further argues that a true story even can be misleading and irrelevant, as a fact cannot be data, and data cannot be representative evidence.
Sale (2017) talks about how data have been used in an advertising fashion, telling compelling stories pursuing agenda relating to anonymous but powerful elites. The scientific community, she contends, has been slow to respond to this changing situation. Patrikarakos (2017) points to the predominant use of female pictures, videos and photo links to effectively gain trust of the audience as post-truth forms of mediatisation. In the context of what he calls 'post-democracy ' , Crouch (2004) links the post-truth phenomenon to the adoption of an 'advertising industry model of political communication' . He argues that post-democracy is a political condition that continually cedes power to the corporate elites and business lobbies, whereby public debates and deliberations over policy and politics (e.g. election) are tightly controlled by rival teams of media professionals and political experts, leaving the public to passively choose from the fewest options made persuasively available by the former to the latter (Crouch 2004, 4) . This has caused the public to turn from traditional media and look to social media as an alternative, contributing to what has been described as the post-truth turn.
However, Grayling (2016) attributes the rise of post-truth reality to the social media rupture and the empowering feeling that people sense while publicly expressing opinions with global visibility. According to Grayling, this has opened up a vast space for persuasion by the tincturing of truth through emotional polemics and rhetorical ploys. Further describing this context, Fukuyama (2016) talks of the gradual and technology induced decrease of authority or decline of institutions that have traditionally defined our social life. In the field of media, lying has taken on different shades and degrees of meaning. In his 2004 book The Post Truth Era, Ralph Keys has explained 'post-truthfulness' as a result of 'alt[ternative] ethics' , where speakers 'misspeak' , 'exaggerate' , 'pretend' and 'exercise poor judgment' , and thereby sheer 'deception' becomes 'spin' (Keyes 2004, 13) . In the process, the communicator 'massages truth' , 'sweetens it' and tells 'the truth improved ' (14) . In line with this characterisation of the 'post-truth' , we will examine whether and how TfB's social media practices bear marks of this alarming new 'reality' .
Mediatisation of TfAll/A policy through social media
In this section, first we looked into the media practices (4.1.) that introduced TfB to the Bangladeshi audience to show how these practices exemplify policy mediatisation. Marking heavy reliance on audio-visual techniques, Facebook and Youtube uniquely emerged as the principal medium of mediatisation. Consequentially, we mapped the digital foot-print of TfB's official Facebook page (4.2.) and examined the types and nature of its contents (4.3.). These Facebook posts evidently sought to vernacularise TfB policy message projecting a heroic social imaginary augmented by an affective saviour discourse. Facebook and Youtube here facilitated opportunities for recurrent reading, hearing and seeing the policy in TfB-practice as animated by stars, spectacles, glamour and statistics presented in a fashion that exemplify post-truth politics. Next, in this section (4.4.), we have analysed TfB's official recruitment video to demonstrate how the organisation's policy message has been professionally crafted into audio-video bytes. We showed how specific design choices and editing techniques used in the video can construct and potentially guide audiences' social imaginary and associated problem imagination in ways that reaffirm the post-truth mentality. This analysis involved a combination of methods such as social network mapping, simple descriptive statistics, content analysis and videological analysis. In our analysis, we canvased the media infrastructure (see Figure 1) , types of content articulated (see Figure 2 ) and the latter's affective construction and therefore effect on social imagination. The affective construction and presentation of posts, photos and video -the post-truth element -have been consolidated and presented, not only through descriptive analytics, but also through corresponding tables (see Tables 1-3 ). An initial cursory look at them can facilitate a quick understanding of how emotion is artfully threaded into the studied artefacts. 
TfB's mediatisation of TfAll model: policy as audio-video bytes
Before delving into the area of language and presentation, we concentrate on how TfB's policy reform was 'stage managed' (Fairclough 2000) from the very beginning. Through extensive internet browsing, we found that during the initial phase the TfB founder started appearing on television talk shows (1 December 2013), where she was telling the story of how TfB was formulated, her personal struggles to found TfB, and how the educational inequalities at that time in Bangladesh needed an initiative like TfB. Professionally crafted videos presenting promotional short speeches from the TfB founder and officials ( and events (10 August 2015) constitute the array of videographic circulations through Facebook. These videos mimic the practices of corporate brand advertising in every aspect of the genre -from the use of music and emotional cues to the televisual construction of the same. These are specific examples of global policy 're-written' as audio-video bytes.
We observed that these videos are emotionally charged, professionally produced using modern televisual techniques, utilising catchy western music, and are promotional in nature. In the next section, we will examine one such video to exemplify this claim. We note that TfB's media work is actively constructed in English, indicative and reflective of the intended audience. All the hyperlinks cited here were active as of 26 August 2017. However, since the beginning and at regular intervals, selective local English news dailies started publishing TfB and its founder's stories. We will identify those stories in the latter part of this section. These news-daily mediated contents were also regularly posted and tweeted by TfB social media administrators. These news items promotionally report TfB-fellows' stories, events, achievements and major initiatives. For example, consider these catchy titles from the most influential and credible English news daily in Bangladesh, 'Change the face of education' (2 June 2013), 'For the youth, by the youth' (17 July 2015), 'Mentoring the future leaders' (14 August 2015), ' A thought becomes an idea' (3 November 2015), and 'Changing lives of one another' (7 August 2015).
We did not find any daily-news item that had critically and thoroughly examined TfB as a global (neo-liberal) policy in itself. Rather, all of these news items view TfB as a local educational initiative for poor children and putatively portray it as a definite good for the society in implied or explicit terms. However, we found a saviour discourse consisting of 'youth leadership' , 'youth movement' , 'change' , 'impact' and 'inequity' . This discourse is expressed in a very co-ordinated manner from identical daily news sources. We also noticed the construction of binaries in the articulation of content. For example, youth as opposed to non-youth, a failing system in contrast with an anticipated better future, impact on the face of systemic sterility, and existing educational issues versus practised solutions. We will detail this further later. These news artefacts make it clear that since the very beginning and to date, TfB policy has been continually mediatised (Fairclough 2000) through stage management, univocal presentation and promotional news content production and circulation. However, all the media items mentioned above were relayed at regular intervals through official Facebook posts. This is also akin to what, using a Bourdieusian analytics, refer to as circular circulation, and cross-field effects. It is evident that logics from journalistic fields and the field of educational programming have intermingled. For example, repeated circulation of the same content in different ways by different news agencies has been imitated by TfB through its Facebook practices. What these authors describe, after Bourdieu, as 'permanent or structural amnesia' is also marked here in the sense that none of the news articles has presented TfB in relation to the history, structure and real needs of primary education in Bangladesh. TfB has suddenly appeared on the scene as a 'global star' . However, a most important finding to date is the fact that global policy (e.g. TfB) is continually being rewritten more in audio-video bytes than for paper-based media. describe this process of 'media constructions as de facto policy' , where policy release assumes the mode of media release. Given this context, we will now look into the everyday social media practices of Teach for Bangladesh to examine how they link to a specific process of policy vernacularisation (Appadurai 1996) .
Mapping TfB's digital footprint
TfB has been active regularly on its official Facebook profile since day one. It uses this platform to continually circulate carefully chosen and often repetitive content relevant and supportive of its policy objectives. We have mapped the network of sources of contents to understand the global nature of TfB's media thinking and its implication for the local social policy imagination. We have constructed a typology and a simple yet illustrative picture of TfB-media content on Facebook (see Figure 1) . The goal here is to see the trends in posted content, and then the way these bear elements of vernacularisation.
First, we have captured all the posts from TfB's official and public Facebook profile into the NVivo platform by using NCapture.
2 Then, we have identified all the domain names and their frequency of appearance. On a Cytoscape 3 platform, we have placed these domains as nodes and have assigned numerical values in relation to their number of appearances (see Figure 1) . A very telling typology emerged, which is presented in the above Figure. We have identified six (6) types of domain sources from where contents were chosen by TfB. These are: news media, I/NGOs and policy think-tanks, global video sharing services, 'Teach for' network sites, online magazines, and blogs and others. It was interesting to find that forty (40) news media domains surfaced as the highest number of web locations sourcing TfB Facebook links. And most interestingly 'thedailystar.com' , a local news daily in English, appeared with the highest frequency in this category, at 52 times. TfB news, achievements and promotional articles are published from this national news outlet -The Daily Star. All the news items cited in the earlier section were from this agency. Besides this, we also noticed that a large portion of these news media domains are dedicated media sharing platforms from the global corporate world. Youtbe.com appeared as one of the most frequent sources showing TfB's heavy reliance on videographic methods of content dissemination.
This led us to perform a videological analysis of TfB's most representative recruitment video (see 4.4). The idea of crafting a video for recruitment purposes is the first of its kind particularly for an employer in Bangladesh. However, the news organisations that corresponded to TfB content choices cut across continents. We also noticed the reliance on Anglophone sources, particularly from the USA and the UK. This domain orientation and its versatility represent a global media infrastructure powerful enough to make a global policy concept compelling and credible for any local audience. International organisations, like the UN, UNESCO or WHO, seem to add force to this persuasion. Eight 'Teach for' domains point at the univocal and networked nature of the policy mediatisation effort. We also noted the use of global magazines such as Forbes Magazine.
One important difference between what TfB presents through Facebook and presentations by government teacher education institutions lies in the former's articulation of a saviour discourse or a salvation narrative. Popkewitz (1991) has studied the historical development of such narratives and the role they play in relation to education. He argues that beginning as a purely religious concept, 'salvation' became historically 'secularised' and shifted its focus from 'sin' to 'people's work on earth and the governing of society' (Popkewitz 1991, 34) . Viewing it as a 'curriculum' for governing both teachers and their students, Popkewitz, Pereyra, and Franklin (2001, 17) maintain that these salvation stories 'produce a collective authority, that places diverse people, languages, and prior customs into a seemingly seamless whole, that of a nation-state' . This argument resonates with the case of TfB, as the salvation narrative is coming from a global epistemic community (TfAll/A and the corporate philanthropic funders) and their local interlocutors (TfB and its founder), but focusing on nation building. However, these deliberate choices of content for Facebook from specific web-domains invite deeper analysis of the content, persuasive techniques and presentation of the associated posts. This was particularly evident in the construction of particular 'spectacular' imaginaries in relation to those constructed through the discourse of TfB.
Vernacularisation of TfB policy: an emotional tale of stardom, stories and superheroes
Here, we argue that TfB's Facebook practices further explain what Appadurai (1996) terms as policy 'vernacularisation' , however, in ways that also correspond to the post-truth context of policy and politics. We have printed all the NCaptured 957 Facebook posts made official by TfB from its inception until August 9, 2017. We then printed and manually coded them. Twelve categories of postings emerged as exhibited in Figure 2 below. We noticed the presence of professionally edited videos and messaged pictures in 79.31% of the 957 posts distributed across all the twelve posts categories (see Figure 2) . It is to be noted that posts with pictures yield 10 times greater attention and responses on social media than those without (Balm 2014) . Studying recent web-based journalistic practices, Patrikarakos (2017) argues that creating the visual effect through pictures, particularly those of/with female participants, gives the audience a sense of trustworthiness.
We have also noted, as we carried out the first round of skimming and sorting, that more than 86% of all the 957 posts were accompanied by some element of an emotional cue articulated through presentation of pictures, videos, quotes, stories and rhetoric in varied combinations. This reliance on emotional appeal is at the heart of the post-truth reality and the associated affective politics discussed earlier. The content may not be outright lies, but the very use of emotional appeal points to one 'truth' or a conducive set of 'truths' promoted in relation to possible others. The bare minimal presence of research represented in the above Figure further reinforces the post-truth claim. The typology provided in Figure 2 also charts exemplary categories of information that were used to localise a global policy agenda semantically through Facebook.
However, to understand more deeply how presentation, affect, rhetoric and discourse work in the process of policy vernacularisation, we will now examine in more detail the 'Call for actions' theme, and the associated 312 posts. By doing so, and in line with Appadurai's (1996) argument, we seek to understand how TfB's work and objectives have been rearticulated in those posts as 'practice' (Appadurai 1996) ; practice, both in terms of intended meaning and attractiveness. We reveal, as can also be easily inferred from ' Table 1 ' below, that the 'Call for action' posts potentially invoke an imagination of heroic attributes that projects a vision 'larger than life' (Appadurai 1996) . We also show, how the 'stars' , 'spectacles' , and 'glamour of world tests and international intrigue' (Appadurai 1996) are projected in those posts. Studying the 312 'Call for action' posts, we found that only 15 of them were emotionally neutral and conveyed the message in a more traditional and simple-informational manner. The remaining 95.19% of the 'Call for action' posts were replete with emotional persuasion.
The many different types of emotional persuasion techniques prevalent in the 'Call for action' posts included and often combined, for example, messaged selfies and glamourous photos of TfB fellows (2.02% of all 'Call for action' posts), videographic or picture-based self-narrated stories of TfB and network fellows (13.46% of all 'Call for action' posts), profoundly emotional quotes with pictures (5.05% of all 'Call for action' posts), and specific rhetoric and discourses (79.47% of all 'Call for action' posts). We will focus our discussion below on the last and largest category of 'rhetoric and discourse' , which has been summed up in Table 1. Table 1 (see above) gives categorised examples of the use of different discourses and rhetoric prevalent in 79.47% of 'Call for action' posts that used discourses and rhetoric Table 1 . Six categories of discourses and associated rhetorical examples from 'call for action' posts.
Discourses Examples of associated rhetoric
(a) self-investment linked to nation building and self-sacrifice (8.05% out of 79.47% of 'call for action' posts that primarily used rhetoric and discourse)
• invest in yourself; reinvest in Bangladesh! • Join the movement to end educational disparity once and for all in our nation • our indian neighbours have undergone a lot of progress in reforming their public schools. Bangladesh too can achieve this growth if our young, passionate leaders step up and take charge to bring real change to the nation. take action now … • Will you lead the change our education system needs?
• remember that one meaningful thing you've always wanted to do-but haven't done yet? time to take action! Make an impact. Join …
• are you a smart, energetic, outgoing and organised university student? do you enjoy organising events and motivating others? you may be who we are looking for as a TfB campus ambassador
• are you smart, out-going and driven? do you have lots of friends and enjoy making new ones? are you organised and good at managing your time? (if you are studying internationally) are you connected to the Bangladeshi community on your campus? then apply to be … (c) motivation to superiority and challenge (3.81% out of 79.47% of 'call for action' posts that primarily used rhetoric and discourse) • the teach for Bangladesh fellowship is not for the faint of heart. it is for those who are invigorated by the thought of a challenge
• the teach for Bangladesh fellowship is for go-getters and initiative takers • the challenge is to ensure all children in Bangladesh will have the chance to have an excellent education. it is possible. are you ready for the challenge?
• Everyday millions of children in Bangladesh are held back from meeting their highest potential simply because their families cannot afford to give them the opportunity. We believe that this reality is unacceptable. We also believe that this generation of Bangladeshis has the opportunity to change the status quo
• change the status quo • this is a call to action for a generation who thinks • calling all passionate 'social-injustice' warriors • naSa engineers sign up for Teach for America and reflect on the difference between the two: 'as an engineer, i dealt with very complex design problems, but before i decided how to solve them, i had a chance to think, research, and reflect for hours, days, or even weeks. i also had many opportunities to consult colleagues for advice before making any decisions. as a teacher, i have seconds to decide how to solve several problems at once, for hours at a time, without any real break, and with no other adults in the room to support them. there are days of teaching that make a day in the office seem like a vacation. ' think you are up for the challenge? Submit your application to Teach for Bangladesh by January 7! (Continued) as primary means of persuasion. Six categories of discourses emerged as we manually coded these 79.47% of 'Call for action' posts that fell into the 'rhetoric and discourse' sub-category. These six sub-categories and representative examples are provided in Table 1 . Thus, marking the key role of discourses and rhetoric in the 'call for action' posts six categories of discourses emerged (see Table 1 ). These were: (a) self-investment linked to nation building and self-sacrifice (8.05%); (b) provocative close ended rhetorical questions (2.11%); (c) motivation to superiority and challenge (3.81%), (d) of super-heroism and extra-human abilities (4.23%), (e) responsibility to change, impact and reform the inequitable education system as a movement (33.47%), and (f) repeated deadline alerts with a tele-market-like count-down effect (48.30%). Please note here that these percentages are of the 'Call for action' posts that particularly used discourse and rhetoric as the principal means of persuasion (79.47% of all the 'Call for action' posts).
These discursive devices and rhetorical ploys are deployed almost always with flashy photos, repetitive slogans, self-narrated stories, YouTube videos, emotional quotes framed into photos, and a call for dreaming with a global world-view. Loaded phrases like 'passionate social justice warriors' , 'visionary dreamers' , 'campus ambassadors' , 'powerful movement' , 'life changing' , 'stellar university students' , 'thrilled to …' , 'awesome' , 'superheroes' , 'exceptionally brilliant' , 'stands out from the crowds' , 'unleashing superpower' , 'go getters' and the like constitute the gladiatorum vocabulary that presuppose and prefix the TfB participants and applicants. It is indeed a land of dreams, superheroes and fairy tales. The following two posts (Figure 3) provide appropriate examples that define this projected social imaginary of heroism. Please also note the difference in number of clicked 'likes' (1.8 k vs. 42 'likes') vis-à-vis gender difference, as portrayed in the posts.
To retell the story in short, the TfB fellowship has been presented as something superior and heroic, in some cases, even compared with employment at NASA! It has then been associated with the moral discourse of nation building, but in this case, using business logic and the language of self-investment. The fellows have been presented through professionally crafted media content as brilliant, lovely, superior, sacrificing and heroic. And finally, the schooling context of Bangladesh has been defined as problem-laden, linking the same with a moral narrative of responsibility to 'our youth' . This is also somewhat akin to what Shamir (2008) describes as the 'moralisation of the market' and 'marketisation of morality' . Indeed, this is a complete social imaginary, as it not only portrays how social life should be for the youth, but also how it sets parameters for what should be done and not done to achieve these ends (Taylor 2004) . It also positions that social imaginary as heroic and a moral imperative. But most importantly, in line with Appadurai (1996) , opportunities for regularly hearing, reading and seeing the 'practice' with all the 'stars' , 'spectacles' , 'glamour' and 'statistics' have been constructed.
The pictures and the language also point to certain forms of physical gestures and sensations particular to TfB practices. For example, the TfB fellows usually do not use claps to applaud the children they teach. Instead, they have been trained to use 'finger snapping' as a distinctive marker of their proud culture. All these powerfully constitute the 'linguistic and pictorial competences' that Appadurai points to as core processes of vernacularisation. This is indeed an example of policy vernacularisation through social media usage. To further elaborate these insights, we now look into one specific video that represents TfB's central policy message. We seek to explore in greater detail how specific projections/imaginaries are constructed through specific media as part of this broader tapestry, revealing how globalized policy discourses 'touch down' in vernacular ways.
Analysing 'Change our nation'
This section provides a videological analysis of TfB's most representative promotional video 'Change our nation' that calls for fresh Bangladeshi graduates and young professionals to join a movement for changing the country. It is a two minute fifty-nine second video professionally crafted by Maverick Studios Bangladesh, which is a partner of Teach for All (Maverick Studios Bangladesh 2017) . In analysing the video, first we have identified all the instances of emotional rhetoric and their types. Lehman's (1991, 186) list of rhetorical devices of 'Emotional Appeal' has been used for this purpose. The heavy use of such rhetorical devices (see Table 3 ) highlighted the 'post-truth' element in the video. Next, we have used Koh's (2009, 290-293) 'videological method' of policy analysis that examines design aspects, particularly in relation to audio-visual presentation of policy. We look into the very design and making of the video to identify the elements of vernacularisation operative within 'Change our nation' . Below is a transcript of the video with time stamped sequences, background song lyrics, textual caption and description of visual content.
We begin by identifying in the video the acute presence of what Lanham (1991, 186, 187) refers to as rhetorical devices of emotional appeal (RDEA). Lehman (1991, 186) identified 'patterns' in the use of persuasive language and put these patterns into broad categories, one being that of 'emotional appeal' . These patterns are usable for 'rhetorical and stylistic inquiry of all sorts' (Lanham 1991, ix) . We have used these rhetoric identifiers as various forms of 'emotional appeal' , and have sought to reveal how many instances of them were present in 'Change our nation' . In the short three-minute video, fourteen instances of such use of emotional appeal were evident (see Table 3 matching with Table 2 ). This heavy use of affective rhetoric highlights the central characteristic of a post-truth reality. a day labourer boy in rugged t-shirt hits a piece of steel in a forge with a heavy hammer (in faded discolour) the hazy close shot of a begging girl counting money fades in our country needs you a poor boy collecting from garbage faces the camera and leaves the scene 3. Individual call for action 1.00-1.06 But when you wake up and look around at everything that's going down, all wrong What if you had the opportunity to be the change this country needs? (white on black)
two graduates in academic regalia doing a 'Hi-5'
1.07-1.14 you see we need to change it now, this world with too few happy endings this year thousands of talented students will graduate university the two graduates holding their certificates rolled in their hands run down the stairs of the university (Continued) We next turn to the videological analysis of 'Change our nation' . Videological analysis as a method of policy analysis has not yet become a common practice (see for example, Koh 2009; Lingard and Sellar 2014) . Analyses in Singaporean (Koh 2009 ) and Scottish contexts (Lingard and Sellar 2014) reveal how specific policies have been crafted into short videos using professional techniques to foster public acceptance and sell a policy message. The uniqueness of this method in relation to other forms of video analyses lies in its focus on the technical aspects of professional video making -the creation of a particular televisual flow. The foci of analysis here are: (a) the person talking (speaker), (b) the framing of identity, place and space, and (c) editing (suturing television flow). The narrative content (rhetoric and discourses) then becomes only one important part of the whole focus of analysis. Here the attention is not on 'visual conduct [of the participants] in general' or 'on interaction in particular' or even 'on the audio-visual aspects of people in action' (Knoblauch, Schnettler, and Raab 2012, 11) ; rather, the focus is on how the video was professionally made to convey a policy message to the public through deliberate 'choices of visual design that have wider implications on the [audiences'] practices of looking' (Koh 2009, 285) .
The speaker of 'Change our nation' is not a person who directly speaks throughout the clip. Rather, the video is narrated very artfully and in an implied fashion through a re-rendering of selective stanzas from the song 'New Beginning' from Tracy Chapman's 1994-US-bestseller album of the same name. The song-voice evokes a rhythmic flow of a powerful emotional concern for the world's 'brokenness' , 'too much pain … suffering' and 'all wrong' that culminates gradually into a call for a 'new beginning' . The vocal appeal is that of a sage with a synoptic view of the world conjuring a prophetic moral imperative. The prepositions 'you' (denoting the local audience that needs to be activated) and 'I' (the global voice making the call) are finally brought together as 'we' , who are morally obligated to work for the new beginning. What we see here is an emotionally constructed effort to direct the audience's thinking in terms of the global. The intended communication outcome is to create, using semiotic resources, a re-presentation of a specific (problem laden) version of the world, which is a model of 'reality without reality' -a 'hyper reality' , a 'simulacrum' (Baudrillard 1983, 2) . This is where the social imaginary is evoked.
This construction of reality in video designing is foregrounded through what Lyotard describes as the identification of 'lack of reality' [in the audience's understanding] in reality followed by an 'invention of other realities' (Koh 2009, 286; Lyotard 1984, 77) . This simulacrum technique of video making is actually a way of visualising an intended reality rather than representing the existing reality. When expressed through music, this becomes even stronger as it creates what Simon Frith (1986, 65) calls 'Emotional Reality' , an intensification of the emotional significance of a scene by arousing a particular 'mood or atmosphere' . Therefore, the social imaginary activated by the video is wrapped up within and constructed through this emotional hyper reality that marries the global to the local. Then, a 'textual' narrator (through captions) enters the scene, which is also highly emotional, and exhibits a very local tenor. As shown in the identified sequences in Table 2 , the only evidence based rationalisation (through unsourced predictive data) is found in sequence-1, while the remaining four sequences are oriented by strong emotional persuasion (see Table 2 ). The video's framing of identity, place and space contrast with the song's hyperreality. The American song represents the global in its mode and content, whereas the characters, places and space are solely Bangladeshi. For example, all of the five sequences with their respective scenes, corresponding cuts and intended transitions project a Bangladeshi reality. The problem space is purely national, the identities are Bangladeshi, and the places are Bangladeshi government schools, street sides and university campuses. What we see here is an interplay between two worlds -the audio and the visual denoting respectively the global hyper reality and the local projected reality. The former creates emotional invocations of a global unison and a global call for action, while the latter channels the emotional force into/through specific local identities and places (Bangladeshi graduates, primary school children and deprived children). Throughout the video this ambiguous but infused global-local identity dilemma is predominant. This creation of a global-local relational discord is facilitated by 'music-induced arousal and pleasure' that positively affects viewer affiliation (Dubé, Chebat, and Morin 1995, 305) . This is indeed a hybridisation of identity, place and space where the local is enmeshed with the global. Given that visual mediation is never 'culturally innocent' (Turner 1999, 180) , the aforementioned construction of reality through two parallel voices is instrumental to vernacularisation. It uses emotional semiotics to connect the local with the global, where the call is coming from the global (the 'head') and actions are required of the local (the 'hand').
Editing is a post-production activity (Fiske 2007, 22) reliant on the editor's motivation (2007, 26) . This activity demands pertinent choices of sliced clips to be juxtaposed or trans-linked that connect spaces and times linking themes and moods (Koh 2009, 292; Turner 1999 ). The aim is to catch the audience within a 'seamless' (Turner 1999, 180) flow effect -the television flow (Koh 2009, 292) . This effect is achieved in the TfB video through five clearly identifiable sequences (as outlined in Table 2 ): (1) problematisation (forecasting increased dropout rates in Bangladesh government primary schools using predictive statistics without reference), (2) offering broader solutions (leaders and guidance needed for the country), (3) individual call for action (invoking a choice for graduates to engage in a TfB trajectory as opposed to a traditional job leading to professional success), (4) Rationalisation through moralisation (changing the nation as leaders has more value than other paths), and (5) conclusion (Emotional call for application). This is clearly an audio-visual making of a 'complete policy' as the TfB model has been presented as a solution to the projected problem of educational inequity (Bacchi 2009 ).
The respective scenes cut and put into the sequences have been juxtaposed using different shot techniques enabling professional 'suturing' -the act of threading the parts into a continuous meaning-making flow (Fiske 2007, 28) . The video uses and places different shot techniques to produce cognitive emphasis, triggering some intended emotion and meaning in the viewer. For example, in sequence 3-4 (1.00-2.03) two fresh graduates are introduced in one slow motion 'hi-5' scene that makes way to a double/parallel frame juxtaposing their professional orientation/roles -one going into the TfB classroom for teaching, the other into a corporate office. The viewer is oriented towards the former as the 'preferred' option. This is an example of what has been described as the 'myth effect' , the cognitive impact of which is to breach cross-cultural boundaries (Lévi-Strauss 1955, 440; Turner 1999, 83) . This myth effect is achieved by creating 'binary oppositions' or 'two-term-conflicts' , because human cognition tends to understand the world through mentally constructing 'mutually exclusive categories' (Turner 1999, 83) . This creates a sort of mythical villain-hero dualism in the audience's mind, finally leading to a mental affinity with the hero.
The whole video is scaffolded by these kinds of deliberative editing practices. For example, we see projected binaries between: (a) the present broken state of public education and the predicted TfB salvation situation (sequence-1), (b) between changing the nation and being a traditional professional (sequence-3), (c) between traditional path to success and that of the TfB path, (d) between doing better and doing as is done now, (e) between traditional teaching and leading-teaching, and finally (f) between the world as it is 'now' , and the anticipated 'new' world. This rendering of a particular practice as unavoidably attractive to the audience through staging a mythical protagonist-antagonist dualism to showcase TfB is what constitutes the vernacular effect. The emotional galvanising further augments the projected social imaginary that blurs the imaginative boundary between the global and the local and potentially connects the global ideational to the local operational. In all of these, deficiency and inequity are the features of the present and the local, while perfection and providence are represented by the future, and voiced by and through the global. However, what makes this relevant to the current time is the element of post-truth emotional sweetening. Unlike the past, policy texts now can be re-written into audio-video bytes and can be presented with varying degrees of emotion to achieve intended purposes. This is policy spin designed and put into practice through social media; what we are calling the social mediatisation of policy.
Conclusion
The emergence of TfB in Bangladesh is connected to decades-long, externally funded structural adjustment programmes linked to the pressures of globalisation and responses to internationally agreed development goals. These macro structural reforms have changed the governance of primary education in ways that now provide a policy environment conducive to global entrepreneurial involvement by groups such as TfB (Adhikary and Lingard 2017) . Using Bacchi's (2009) policy analytics and Ball's (2012 Ball's ( , 2013 ) research on philanthropic governance, Adhikary and Lingard (2017) have demonstrated how TfB is a travelling policy that has been locally institutionalised within the government structures that govern primary education (Directorate of Primary Education) and NGO involvement in Bangladesh (NGO Bureau). According to these authors, TfB is a policy in three interrelated senses. First, it is a part and extension of an exogenous global policy localised in Bangladesh. Secondly, it is an expression of path dependent macro reforms that now allow global philanthropic actors to participate within the primary education subsector. Thirdly, and perhaps most significantly, it has been designed and implemented as an imperative innovation in teacher education that is by default meant for nationwide upscaling in future-and is in this sense, a policy-in-the-making.
In this context, the focus of the paper was to demonstrate how TfB's policy content was re-written through social media, videos and photos. We have argued that TfB's media work is policy work complementary to the programmatic policy proposals put to the relevant ministry by TfB and this sits in the confusing and epistemologically problematic context of post-truth politics. We focused on how the policy content was rendered meaningful for the target audience (Bangladeshi graduates, their parents, Ministry and the local populace); this is vernacularisation. TfB sought popular acceptance by making official use of global social media platforms in relation to which the government of Bangladesh has limited expertise and control. TfB not only mediatised its policy content, but also used the social media platform for continual social mediatisation of its policy in a time of 'deep mediatisation' . TfB's claim of changing the whole education system for the better is something that invites critical attention. Such scrutiny is essential, given TfB seeks to transform public education in ways that could potentially inhibit latter's democratic role and the democratic framing of policy.
We have demonstrated how TfB has utilised traditional forms of media (TV channel, News Papers etc.) in ways that characterise policy mediatisation. What makes this interesting and related to globalisation is the regular reorganisation and archiving of those traditional media contents and their affective re-presentation on Facebook, including through a multitude of associated hyperlinks. We have also shown how by identifying and mapping the global sources of hyperlinks, we can capture a picture of the types of organisations and actors who endorse, source, support or circulate the global policy under consideration. This exemplifies an emerging change in the infrastructure of policy dissemination, where local governments may not have control over such circulatory processes and content, depending on the government's position within the digital and developmental spectrum. These new modes of policy dissemination accommodate and produce cultures, politics, perspectives, ideas and imaginations that are increasingly cosmopolitan, globally glamorous, emotionally propulsive and most affectively 'new' to local audiences. These can work as a powerful medium to facilitate globalisation from above and below, for better or for worse.
Regular production of professional videos, Photoshopped high quality images, and animated characters for Facebook demonstrates how the organisation has taken the global social media platform seriously. All these crafted contents are not mere Facebook posts. Rather, they animate and meaningfully present a globalised policy now in practice locally. They seek to trigger a global social imaginary within youthful minds. They naturalise certain ideas and vocabulary that are rooted in the global market (invest, impact). The way music, glamour, humour, visual techniques, global content, and most enticingly emotions are used in TfB's Facebook artefacts seamlessly resembles the work of American corporate advertisements. In this case, Facebook has provided a platform for unrestricted and un-umpired (but also targeted) global-local policy knowledge mobility and dissemination. In the process, the thin line between formal and informal, between fact and manufactured projection, between emotion and reasoning, and between the global and the local, have become hazier and almost elided.
The extensive use of emotional cues coupled with the propensity to stylise and present policy content through professional artistry signal a new mode and mentality for policy dissemination -potentially a whole new paradigm. We note that NGOs in Bangladesh are now creating similar Facebook pages, and professionally crafted audio-visual content is gradually becoming common-place. Here, we see an emerging media environment reliant on social media coverage, as much as it is explanatory/evidence of various forms of 'post-truth' reality. Apparently, in this new emerging global environment, what appears to matter most is the currency that a proposition or phenomenon achieves in terms of how many people liked or visibly engaged with it, regardless of their national and cultural orientation. Nonetheless, the receptive side of influence here is still the national, and the local. Related, TfB uses a saviour discourse that underpins such affective media practices and seeks to empower and activate a circuit of global actors and their local associates in the act of governance; this occurs alongside processes of disempowering others who experientially, historically and culturally belong to the local system.
Bangladesh is a country that became independent in 1971, signifying a journey towards a secular social democratic state (Government of Bangladesh 1972). The four bedrocks of the country's constitution were nationalism, socialism, democracy and secularism, yet it must be acknowledged that these remain aspirations. The colonial past and the inherited educational management structures and bureaucratic practices have framed the cultural beliefs and assumptions that guide popular expectations of schooling. Consequently, the government is still imagined by the public as the responsible provider of education. It is also the case that deficiencies along multiple dimensions in social services have long blemished people's welfarist expectations and rights to education in Bangladesh. However, despite mounting influences and performative pressures of globalisation, 'teaching' is still culturally perceived as more of a socio-moral undertaking and as a revered profession, where teachers are not expected to be leaders, but are often considered as creators of foundations for future leaders through their teaching. Philanthropy is commonly perceived more in terms of humanism and altruism, and not in investment terms.
In these senses, TfB brings into existence a curious culture and associated beliefs and assumptions around heavily mediatised conceptions of teaching and philanthropy. This is where the post-truth nature of TfB's mediatisation efforts becomes insightful. Consequently, and while it is a matter of research to understand if such initiatives and associated policies are 'good' or 'bad' , and while there may be circumstances where such policies might enable good for society, we would suggest the necessity for caution in relation to more neoliberal approaches to educational policy in developing countries, such as Bangladesh. In developing settings, such initiatives have the potential to further exacerbate inequalities, with the most egregious outcomes for those in poor communities, who pin their hopes on education for alleviation of poverty, and development more broadly.
For these reasons, research for understanding the emerging (social) media-education (policy) nexus deserves special attention, particularly in an increasingly 'post-truth' and globalising context. First of all, this emergent situation demands development of methods and techniques appropriate to understand the sociology, psychology, moral foundations and technological formulations of such practices (Breiter and Hepp 2018 ). This will then help to understand what such practices mean for the production and outcomes of both education and public policy more broadly. Research can also provide an understanding of the negotiations and accommodations that accept or unsuccessfully resist such practices at the individual level. Identity and subjectivity of both teachers and students are areas that need to be explored in the context of social-mediatisation as the container of 'global-local' and 'their-our' dilemmas.
The imagined global uniformity and the isomorphic reform practices that TfB mediatises can also be investigated from a post-colonial perspective. Such practices can be interrogated by using critical lenses of democratic citizenship, social justice, and human rights, given that these constructs are highly context-bound and culture-sensitive. Most importantly, how children and their teachers understand and process the post-truth element of current media practices is an area that can provide directions in relation to what education can or should do to positively influence such practices. However, the central point here is not to delimit, but to open up possible avenues of reflection as globalisation of education and education policy continue apace. We need to continue to 'deparochialise' the educational policy research imagination (cf. Appadurai 2001, 15) , cultivating theories and perspectives from the developing world to better understand the wins, dynamics and losses that attend globalisation and global (social) mediatisation processes in education policy.
Notes
1. TfB also provides Fellow teachers to some social entrepreneurial schools established by likeminded social entrepreneurs (e.g. Jaago Foundation) (see Adhikary and Lingard 2017) . But the ultimate goal is to work within the public education system to reform government schools. Unlike all other 'Teach for …' programmes, TfB at this point has only focused on primary education. 2. NCapture is a free web browser extension, developed by QSR International software company, that enables a researcher to gather material from the web to import into NVivo. 3. Cytoscape is an open source software platform for visualising complex networks and integrating these with any type of attribute data.
policy practices, and globalized educational reform discourses in Australia, Canada, Finland, Sweden and the United States.
